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ABSTRACT
Traffic signal control has the potential to reduce congestion in dynamic networks. Recent studies show that traffic signal control with reinforcement learning (RL) methods can significantly reduce the average waiting time. However, a shortcoming of existing methods is that they require model retraining for new intersections with different structures. In this paper, we propose a novel reinforcement learning approach with augmented data (ADLight) to train a universal model for intersections with different structures. We propose a new agent design incorporating features on movements and actions with set current phase duration to allow the generalized model to have the same structure for different intersections. A new data augmentation method named movement shuffle is developed to improve the generalization performance. We also test the universal model with new intersections in Simulation of Urban MObility (SUMO). The results show that the performance of our approach is close to the models trained in a single environment directly (only a 5% loss of average waiting time), and we can reduce more than 80% of training time, which saves a lot of computational resources in scalable operations of traffic lights.
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INTRODUCTION
Traffic congestion has been one of the major challenges in many metropolitan areas. Congestion can not only increase travel time in networks, but also result in environmental problems, e.g., fuel waste and pollutant emissions (1). One way to address this issue is to control traffic lights dynamically. Nowadays, most traffic lights are controlled with pre-defined fixed-time plans (2). Conventional traffic signal control methods, such as the Webster model (3) and Self-Organizing Traffic Light Control (SOTL) (4), are also used in this domain. However, these methods rely heavily on expert knowledge and certain assumptions about the traffic model, e.g., uniform traffic flow distribution (5), which is not realistic in real applications (6).

In order to recognize traffic patterns from real traffic data, some reinforcement learning methods are proposed to solve this problem (6–22). Wei et al. (10) proposed a deep Q-learning algorithm with the phase gate to control signals on a large-scale network. Xiong et al. (20) used the Advantage Actor Critic (A2C) method to train the agent and leverage demonstrations collected from classic methods to accelerate the learning process. By directly interacting with the environment, an RL agent can learn effectively how to adapt to changes in traffic conditions with real experience.

In spite of the significant improvement with RL methods in this domain, the major limitation is that the model needs to be redesigned and trained from scratch when faced with intersections of different structures, e.g., different approaching roads, different lanes, and different phases. It will take much time if we choose to learn the optimal policy for each intersection in large-scale networks. There exist some works to design a universal model for different junctions (13, 15, 22); however, all these methods utilize the choose next phase as the action design, which would lead to safety concerns since this method breaks the traditional traffic cycle by randomly choosing phases.

To address the problem above, we present the ADLight, a novel approach that can be used to train a universal reinforcement learning model with augmented data for the traffic signal control problem. To address the intersections with the different structures, we perform feature extraction by movement, instead of lanes. The features of each movement include not only traffic flows but also the movement itself. To ensure safety and generalization with different phase structures, set current phase duration is chosen as the action in our ADLight. With this design, the agent can select actions from a list of pre-defined time periods to establish the duration for the current phase. A new data augmentation method movement shuffle is developed in the ADLight, and the results show that it can improve the performance significantly. Experiments are conducted on intersections with different approaching roads, different lanes, and different phases in Simulation of Urban MOBility (SUMO) (23). The experiments show that the resulting model from ADLight can achieve satisfactory performance in untrained intersections with different structures.

Our contributions can be summarized as below:
- We propose an agent design that allows the model to have the same structure at different intersections. This paper is, to the best of our knowledge, the first effort that utilizes the set current phase duration to create universal models for the traffic signal control problem.
- A new data augmentation method for traffic signal control is proposed in our approach. The performance can be further improved by incorporating the data augmentation into the agent design.
- We demonstrate the generalization performance of our ADLight at 11 intersections with different structures. The results show that when compared with the model trained on
a single environment from scratch (which takes around $6 \times 10^6$ steps), the loss of the average waiting time in our generalization model can be reduced to 5% after only $1 \times 10^6$ steps by retraining the universal model. When a network has 1000 intersections, we can save more than $5 \times 10^9$ interactions with SUMO, thereby greatly reducing computing resources consumption.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. We first summarize the related work on traffic signal control. The road and traffic signal terminology is introduced in the following section. This is followed by the Methodology section, which formally describes the ADLight. We then show the dataset and the experiments in the SUMO platform. Finally, we provide the conclusions and future directions.

**RELATED WORK**

**Conventional Traffic Signal Control.** Several classical methods have been developed to reduce the total delay for all vehicles (24). For example, the Webster (3) method is one of the most widely-used methods for the single intersection in this field. It determines the optimum cycle length and phase split for a single intersection according to traffic volume. In this research, the Webster method is taken into comparison as a baseline for RL-based methods. Self-Organizing Traffic Light Control (SOTL) (4) is a fully-actuated control algorithm. It decides whether to keep or change the current phase based on whether the number of vehicles approaching the green signal is larger than a threshold. The detailed rules for SOTL can be found in (24). SCATS (Sydney Coordinated Adaptive Traffic System) (25) is an intelligent transportation system that is widely used at more than 50,000 intersections in over 180 cities in 28 countries. It selects from pre-defined traffic signal plans (i.e., cycle length, phase split and offsets) according to the data derived from loop detectors or other road traffic sensors. However, these conventional methods are usually based on oversimplified information, assumptions about the traffic model (i.e., assuming the traffic flow is uniform during a certain period), or need expert knowledge to design the pre-defined signal plans.

**RL-based Traffic Signal Control.** With the success of deep reinforcement learning (DRL) in different areas (26, 27), more and more research studies are trying to use DRL to solve traffic signal problems (28). A number of works (6–16, 18) use value-based methods while others (17, 19–22) use policy-based methods. These works vary in the action designs, including choose next phase (6, 11–13, 15, 21, 22), keep or change (8–10) and set current phase duration (7, 18, 19).

A few attempts at training general models for traffic signal control have been made by previous research works. For instance, the FRAP (13) method is proposed to adapt to new scenarios. Chen et al. (15) adapt the parameter sharing method based on FRAP and show strong performance on the scale of thousands of traffic lights. Nevertheless, they all utilize choose next phase as the action design, and it cannot keep the original phase structure of traffic lights. At each action decision step, the signal phase can be chosen from all possible phases that are combined from all non-conflicting movements rather than the original phases, which ignores the pedestrian and are against driving habits. AttendLight (22) incorporates the attention mechanism to train a universal model for the intersections with different structures and traffic flow distribution. Although it can maintain the phase structure, its action design is also choose next phase, which may make traffic signals change in a random sequence. This can be an issue of concern in practice as it leads to an unsafe situation for both drivers and pedestrians (14). In sharp contrast, set current phase duration is used in our research, which is more reasonable and efficient than choose next phase.
1 PRELIMINARY DEFINITIONS

A standard four-way intersection shown in Figure 1a is used as an example to illustrate the terminology. These concepts can be easily extended to the intersections with different structures.

- **Traffic movement**: A traffic movement is a connection between an incoming lane $l_{in}$ to an outgoing lane $l_{out}$, denoted as $l_{in} \rightarrow l_{out}$. For the common 4-way intersection in Figure 1a, there are a total of 12 movements, including straight, left and right turns in four directions.

- **Movement signal**: A movement signal is defined on the traffic movement. The green signal means the corresponding movement is allowed and the red signal indicates the movement is prohibited. In Figure 1a, the movement signal 3 is green, indicating that the vehicle can travel from east to west at this time. Although there are 12 movements
in a 4-way intersection, as the right-turn traffic can pass regardless of the signal, only eight movement signals are used. Figure 1b shows the eight movements signals and the incoming lanes and outgoing lanes associated with each signal. For example, \( m_3 \) indicates that the vehicles can go from \( l_5^{in} \) to \( l_{10}^{out} \cdot l_{11}^{out} \) and \( l_{12}^{out} \) respectively.

- **Phase:** A phase is a combination of movement signals. Figure 1c shows the four phases of the 4-way intersection. Each phase involves a set of movement signals. For example, phase-1 involves \( m_1 = \{ l_1^{in} \rightarrow l_7^{out}, l_2^{in} \rightarrow l_8^{out}, l_2^{in} \rightarrow l_9^{out} \} \) and \( m_5 = \{ l_8^{in} \rightarrow l_1^{out}, l_8^{in} \rightarrow l_2^{out}, l_3^{in} \rightarrow l_3^{out} \} \). It should be noted that the number of movement signals contained in different phases may vary.

- **Signal plan:** A signal plan for an intersection is a sequence of phases and their corresponding durations. Here we denote a signal plan as \( \{(p_1,t_1),(p_2,t_2),\cdots,(p_i,t_i),\cdots\} \), where \( p_i \) and \( t_i \) represent a phase and the duration of this phase, respectively. Usually, the phase sequence is in a cyclic order; that is, the signal plan can be denoted as \( \{(p_1,t_1),(p_2,t_2),\cdots,(p_N,t_N),(p_1,t_1),(p_2,t_2),\cdots,(p_N,t_N),\cdots\} \). Figure 1c shows a cycle-based signal plan and the duration of each phase is 50, 20, 50 and 20 as an example. For the signal plan optimization task, the common methods mainly adjust each phase \( p_i \) duration \( t_i \) to achieve the purpose of reducing the total waiting time of vehicles at the intersection.

### METHODOLOGY

In this section, the ADLight, as shown in Figure 2, is proposed to train a universal model for the traffic signal control problem. There are four parts in the ADLight: (1) **Movement Features Collection.** In order to allow the model to have the same structure at crossings with various topologies and signal schemes, a specific agent design is presented to incorporate features on movements and actions with set current phase duration. (2) **Data Augmentation.** We propose a new data augmentation technique for traffic signal control that can greatly enhance the models’ performance. (3) **Intersection Feature Extraction.** The generalization of the model is further improved by applying parameter sharing among all the movements and intersections. (4) **Actor & Critic Net.** After obtaining information from intersections, an actor net is used to predict the duration of the current phase. The agent design and the RL algorithm are also included in this section.
Agent Design and Feature Collection

For traffic signal control, the RL agent is designed as follows:

**State**: Different intersections have different numbers of lanes, and if the feature is recorded in units of lanes (6, 10, 22), the shape of the state space will be different. As discussed in Section Preliminary Definitions, there are eight movement signals, no matter how many lanes a 4-way intersection has. More specifically, the eight movement signals are N, NL, E, EL, W, WL, S, and SL (Northbound, Northbound Left-turn, Eastbound, Eastbound Left-turn, Westbound, Westbound Left-turn, Southbound, Southbound Left-turn). Therefore, in this research, the state is defined as 

\[ S = [\vec{m}_1, \vec{m}_2, \ldots, \vec{m}_8]^T, \]

where \( \vec{m}_i \) represents the information extracted by the i-th movement. It should be noted that when the number of movements at an intersection is less than 8 (such as a 3-way intersection), zero padding is used. For example, Figure 3a shows a common 3-way intersection; only 4 movement signals are in use here, those are E, EL, W, and SL. As shown in Figure 3b, zero padding is used on the rest of the 4 movement signals to keep the size of the state the same as the 4-way intersection.

![Figure 3: A 3-way intersection with its state.](image)

As shown in Eq (1), each \( \vec{m}_i \) features three parts, traffic characteristics, movement characteristics, and traffic signal characteristics. Traffic characteristics indicate the congestion of the movements; it includes the average traffic flow \( F \), the maximum occupancy \( O_{\text{max}} \), and the average occupancy \( O_{\text{mean}} \) within \( k \) seconds. Movement characteristics contain information about the movement itself, that is the direction of the movement (whether it is going straight) \( I_s \) and how many lanes the movement contains \( L \). Traffic signal characteristics include the duration of the movement \( D \), whether the duration torches the min green \( i_{\text{mg}} \), and whether the movement signal is green now \( I_g \). The above eight features can be easily obtained, which makes this design practical for deployment.

\[
\vec{m}_i = (\text{Flow}, \text{Occupancy}_{\text{mean}}, \text{Occupancy}_{\text{max}}, \text{Is}_{\text{straight}}, \text{Lanes}, \text{Duration}, I_{\text{min\_green}}, I_{\text{green}}).
\]
**Action:** A realistic and implementable action design needs to consider the safety of all traffic participants. Although the action design *choose next phase* (6, 15, 22) can greatly enhance the efficiency of the intersection, this action design will change the original phase sequence, thus reducing the safety of drivers. Therefore, the action design *set current phase duration* (7, 18, 19) is adopted in this experiment. It follows the concept of cycles, and each phase is executed sequentially (i.e., phase 1, phase 2, phase 3, phase 4, phase 1, phase 2 ...). At the beginning of each phase, the agent selects a green time duration from the set \([5s, 10s, 15s, 20s, 30s, 35s, 40s, 45s, 50s, 55s, 60s, 65s, 70s]\) for this phase according to the traffic condition \(S\). *Set current phase duration* only changes the duration for each phase; therefore, it has good scalability for intersections with different signal plans.

**Reward:** The negative of the average queue length in each movement \(q_{m_i}\) is used as a reward. Metrics such as waiting time, travel time, and delay are not used since they are hard to obtain from real-world traffic detection devices. We normalize the reward to limit its range and speed up the training process, represented as Eq (2):

\[
    r_t = -\frac{\sum_{i=1}^{8} q_{\vec{m}_i} - \mu}{\sigma + \varepsilon}, \quad \text{in which } \mu = \frac{\sum_{j=1}^{t-1} r_j}{t-1}, \quad \sigma = \sqrt{\frac{1}{t-1} \sum_{j=1}^{t-1} (r_j - \mu)^2}.
\]  

**Data Augmentation**

Recently, some research works have shown that data augmentation can improve the generalization in RL (29, 30), which means the agent can handle unseen tasks simply by training on more diversely augmented samples. Inspired by this, we propose new data augmentation methods called *movement shuffle*, which will strongly help to improve the generalization of our method. Once the traffic condition \(S\) is obtained from an intersection, then we shuffle the row of \(S\) to get the new condition \(S'\). For example, in the second part of Figure 2, the raw state is \(S = [\vec{m}_1, \vec{m}_2, \vec{m}_3, \vec{m}_4, \vec{m}_5, \vec{m}_6, \vec{m}_7, \vec{m}_8]^T\), and it becomes \(S' = [\vec{m}_3, \vec{m}_7, \vec{m}_1, \vec{m}_8, \vec{m}_2, \vec{m}_4, \vec{m}_6, \vec{m}_5]^T\) after movement shuffling.

We believe this *movement shuffle* is in line with the characteristics of the intersection. Figure 4 shows a 3-way intersection and three variations of 90, 180, and 270 degree rotation, respectively. Such rotation changes the order of \(\vec{m}_i\) in the \(S\) and results in a different state representation. For example, in the intersection without rotation, the vehicles cannot go from north to south, so \(\vec{m}_1 = 0\). In contrast, for the intersection with a 90-degree rotation, vehicles can go straight from south to north, so \(\vec{m}_1\) is no longer 0. Furthermore, \(\vec{m}_1\) in the original rotation intersection becomes \(\vec{m}_3\) at the intersection with a 90-degree rotation. An RL agent that learns one case can hardly handle the other three cases. Nevertheless, it is reasonable to assume that the action taken by the agent should not change only after rotating the intersection. Therefore, *movement shuffle* is used to let the model neglect the different orders of \(\vec{m}_i\).

**Intersection Feature Extraction**

To further enhance generalization, 1D convolution layers are used to extract information for movement and intersection. As shown in the third part of Figure 2, a 1D convolution layer with the input channel of size 1, kernel size 1 \(\times 8\), and the output channel of size 128 is used to extract information for each movement, which ensures this convolution layer has the generalization to the movement.

After this convolution layer, the shape of the data is converted from \(1 \times 8 \times 8\) to \(128 \times 8 \times 1\). After
FIGURE 4: A 3-way intersection and the variations based on rotation. Ideally, an RL agent should output the same action for all these cases.

that, a 1D convolution layer with an input channel of size 128, kernel size $8 \times 1$, and an output channel of size 256 is used to extract information for the intersections. Finally, the intersection feature extraction part outputs a vector $S''$ of length 256; this vector contains the information of an intersection.

5 Reinforcement Learning Framework

Proximal Policy Optimization (PPO) (31) is used to solve this RL problem. Actor Net and Critic Net are two neural networks in PPO that take the intersection’s information $S''$ as input. More specifically, the Actor Net is used to predict the actions, that is the green duration for each phase, while the Critic Net predicts the value for each state. To find the optimal policy, the PPO algorithm uses the ratio between the new and old policies scaled by the advantage to modify the objective function based on the actor-critic method (32, 33). The PPO objective can be written as (3),

$$J_\theta = \mathbb{E} \left[ \min(r_t(\theta)A_t, \text{clip}(r_t(\theta), 1 - \varepsilon, 1 + \varepsilon)A_t) \right],$$

where $A_t = r_{t+1} + \gamma V(s_{t+1}) - V(s_t)$ is denoted the advantage, and the $r_t(\theta) = \frac{\pi_{\theta}(a_t|s_t)}{\pi_{\theta_{old}}(a_t|s_t)}$ is the ratio between the new and the old policies. The clip function can prevent a large update to the policy weights.

The detailed network architecture in ADLight can be found in Table 1. For instance, “$8 \times 1$ Conv 256” represents a convolutional layer that has 256 filters of size $8 \times 1$. 
TABLE 1: The network architecture of ADLight

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Module</th>
<th>Layer</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Input Size</th>
<th>Output Size</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Feature Extractor</td>
<td>Conv 1</td>
<td>1 × 8 Conv 128, ReLU</td>
<td>128 × 8 × 1</td>
<td>128 × 8 × 1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Conv 8</td>
<td>8 × 1 Conv 256, ReLU</td>
<td>256 × 8 × 1</td>
<td>256 × 1 × 1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Policy Network</td>
<td>FC Layer</td>
<td>FC-128, ReLU</td>
<td>256 × 1 × 1</td>
<td>128</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>FC Layer</td>
<td>FC-64, ReLU</td>
<td>128</td>
<td>64</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Value Network</td>
<td>FC Layer</td>
<td>FC-32, ReLU</td>
<td>64</td>
<td>32</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>FC Layer</td>
<td>FC-12</td>
<td>32</td>
<td>12</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

1 EXPERIMENTS
2 Experiment Settings
3 The experiments are conducted on the SUMO (23). SUMO is an open source, highly portable, microscopic, and continuous multi-modal traffic simulation platform. In this work, Traffic Control Interface (TraCI) is used to control traffic lights and retrieve information about traffic conditions for intersections. Induction loops detectors are used to retrieve traffic flow, and lane area detectors are used to detect lane occupancy and queue length. Noted that to suit the real-world scenario, the detector length is set to 100m instead of covering the entire lane. Also, a green light is followed by a 3s yellow light before it turns to a red light to ensure the safety of drivers.

Dataset
This study considers intersections with different structures, aiming to employ one single universal model to predict actions for all intersections. Specifically, 11 intersections of varying numbers of phases, lanes on each road, and approaching roads (i.e., 3-way or 4-way intersections) are constructed and used for experiments. Among these 11 intersections, eight for training and three for testing. Figure 5 shows the topologies and phases of the 11 intersections while Table 2 summarizes the configurations of all intersections.

TABLE 2: All intersection configurations.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>intersection ID</th>
<th>INT1-1</th>
<th>INT1-2</th>
<th>INT1-3</th>
<th>INT2-1</th>
<th>INT2-2</th>
<th>INT2-3</th>
<th>INT3-1</th>
<th>INT3-2</th>
<th>INT4</th>
<th>INT5</th>
<th>INT6</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>roads</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>lanes per road</td>
<td>(5,4,4,4)</td>
<td>(5,4,4,4)</td>
<td>(5,4,4,4)</td>
<td>(3,3,3,3)</td>
<td>(3,3,3,3)</td>
<td>(3,3,3,3)</td>
<td>(0,4,4,4)</td>
<td>(0,4,4,4)</td>
<td>(5,4,5,4)</td>
<td>(5,4,4,4)</td>
<td>(4,4,4,0)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>phases</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Taking INT1-1 as an example, as shown in Figure 5, it consists of four bi-directional approaching roads with five lanes in the north-south direction and four lanes in each of the other

1 https://sumo.dlr.de/docs/index.html
2 https://sumo.dlr.de/docs/TraCI.html
3 https://sumo.dlr.de/docs/Simulation/Output/Induction_Loops_Detectors_%28E1%29.html
4 https://sumo.dlr.de/docs/Simulation/Output/Lanearea_Detectors_%28E2%29.html
three directions. It includes four phases, each of which combines two different movement signals. Therefore, roads, lanes per road and phases are 4, (5, 4, 4, 4) clockwise and 4 in Table 2, respectively.

There are three different intersection topologies in the training dataset, that is INT1-X, including INT1-1, INT1-2 and INT1-3, which represents a large 4-way intersection scenario, where each road has more than four lanes; INT2-X, including INT2-1, INT2-2 and INT2-3, represents a small 4-way intersection scenario, where each road has three lanes; INT3-X, including INT3-1 and INT2-2, represents the 3-way intersection scenario. For the intersections with the same topology, we change the sequences of the phases or the number of phases to generate new intersections. For example, the configurations for INT1-1 and INT1-2 are exactly the same, but the sequence of phases is different. For INT1-1 and INT1-3, the number of phases for these two intersections is different.

In order to validate the performance of the proposed model on unseen intersections, three testing scenarios are formed, namely INT4, INT5 and INT5. For instance, INT4 increases the number of lanes based on INT1 whereas INT5 changes the number of phases space from four to two on the basis of INT1. By rotating INT3, INT6 is obtained.

We also generate 100 unique pieces of route for each intersection, and three-quarters of the routes are used for training while the rest are for evaluation. The duration of each route is 30000s (about 8 hours).

**Evaluation Metric**
The waiting time per vehicle is used to evaluate the performance of different methods. The waiting time for each vehicle is defined as follow: the time duration when the vehicle’s speed is below
or equal to 0.1m/s during the trip. A shorter waiting time means that vehicles spend less time passing through the intersection.

Baseline Methods

To evaluate the performance of the proposed ADLight, we compare the resulting universal model with the following existing methods, including both classical techniques in the transportation field and RL models with different action designs. For RL models, the agents are trained by PPO \((31)\), and the state and the reward design are the same as discussed in Agent Design and Feature Collection.

Webster (3): Using traffic volume and phase sequence to calculate the cycle length and phase split. It can be proved that when the traffic is uniform, the Webster method minimizes the travel time of all vehicles passing the intersection or maximizes the intersection capacity \((24)\). This Webster method can also be modified for real-time applications. For fairness, we use the Webster method to adjust the traffic lights based on real-time traffic in this study.

Choose Next Phase (single-env) \((6, 22)\): Using the action choose next phase to train in a single environment. Choose next phase means the agent can change to any legitimate phase in a variable phase sequence. This action design is flexible in that the traffic signal is non-cyclical. However, selecting phases randomly can confuse the drivers, potentially incurring traffic accidents.

Next or Not (single-env) \((9, 10)\): Using the action next or not to train in a single environment. When applying this action design, the agent decides to keep the current phase or change to the next phase. Compared with choose next phase, next or not can change the signal cyclically. However, the model trained with next or not is related to the phase sequence of the intersection, which means the trained model cannot directly transfer from one intersection to another.

Set Current Phase Duration (single-env) \((7, 19)\): Using the action set current phase duration to train in a single environment. Set current phase duration means that the agent learns to set the duration for the current phase by choosing from pre-defined candidate time periods. Unlike the universal model trained by ADLight, this model is only trained on a single intersection, instead of multiple intersections.

Set Current Phase Duration (multi-env): Using the action set current phase duration to train in multiple environments. Although this method also trains on multiple intersections at the same time, compared to ADLight, it does not use the data augmentation shown in the second part of Figure 2. This method is used to validate the effectiveness of the proposed data augmentation.

Results of the training intersections with different routes

By extracting features according to movement and using the set current phase duration as the agent’s action, our method has the same model structure on the intersection with different structures. Therefore, our universal model is trained on eight intersections before being tested on each intersection with different routes in this experiment. We compare ADLight with the Webster model, Choose Next Phase (single-env), Next or Not (single-env), Set Current Phase Duration (single-env) and Set Current Phase Duration (multi-env).

Table 3 shows the waiting time of ADLight and other universal models on the training intersections. It is clear that the RL-based approaches outperform the Webster approach. This is because the Webster model assumes that the traffic is uniform. Unfortunately, this assumption may

---

\(^5\)https://sumo.dlr.de/docs/Simulation/Output/Summary.html
not hold in reality. As a result, the calculated cycle and phase split will be inaccurate, thus leading to degraded performance.

When comparing the two universal methods, *Set Current Phase Duration (multi-env)* and ADLight, both of which are trained in multiple environments, the performance of ADLight is improved by an average of 10% on eight intersections, as compared to *Set Current Phase Duration (multi-env).* This confirms that the proposed new data augmentation method can improve the performance of universal models.

**TABLE 3**: Results of training intersections for universal models

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Method Name</th>
<th>INT1-1</th>
<th>INT1-2</th>
<th>INT1-3</th>
<th>INT2-1</th>
<th>INT2-2</th>
<th>INT2-3</th>
<th>INT3-1</th>
<th>INT3-2</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Webster</td>
<td>55.1955</td>
<td>53.8775</td>
<td>59.9905</td>
<td>47.246</td>
<td>47.3615</td>
<td>10.391</td>
<td>9.7525</td>
<td>9.825</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 4 shows the performance of RL models trained on a specific intersection instance using three different action designs. It can be seen that the action *choose next phase* can achieve the minimum waiting time per vehicle in most cases since it can choose any phase arbitrarily every $N$ seconds ($N = 5$ in this study). However, this disordered phase combination incurs safety concerns for drivers as mentioned in Section Baseline Methods. When dealing with the intersection of only two phases, *choose next phase* will degenerate to other actions. For example, in intersection INT2-3, the performance of *choose next phase* is not as good as other actions. At the same time, the result of *set current phase duration* is better than *next or not* in most cases.

**TABLE 4**: Results of training intersections for single-env models

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Method Name</th>
<th>INT1-1</th>
<th>INT1-2</th>
<th>INT1-3</th>
<th>INT2-1</th>
<th>INT2-2</th>
<th>INT2-3</th>
<th>INT3-1</th>
<th>INT3-2</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><em>Choose Next Phase (single-env)</em></td>
<td>6.757</td>
<td>6.689</td>
<td>6.312</td>
<td>6.2115</td>
<td>6.147</td>
<td>1.734</td>
<td>2.815</td>
<td>2.955</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Finally, we compare the performance of the models trained in a single environment (as shown in Table 4) with those trained in multiple environments (as shown in Table 3). The comparison of Table 3 and Table 4 shows that the multi-env modes are more versatile at the cost of marginal performance degradation in terms of the waiting time of about 2.3s as compared to the single-env models. This performance loss is acceptable as the universal models take into account consider all intersections. It should be emphasized that the multi-env models only need to be trained once before being tested on eight different intersections without further training. In contrast, the single-env models have to be trained on each intersection. As a result, the training time for the single-env models is eight times longer than that of the multi-env models. When thousands of intersections are considered, the training time for single-env models will be even more problematic.

**Results of the test intersections**

We evaluate the key feature of ADLight to see whether it can be utilized for new unseen intersections directly. Three intersections, INT4, INT5 and INT6, are used for testing. As discussed...
in Section Dataset, these intersections differ from the scenarios in the training set in terms of the number of lanes or the number of phases. To the best of our knowledge, no RL models using set current phase duration in the literature can work on more than one intersection scenarios without any retraining or transfer learning. For comparison purposes, we compare the proposed ADLight against the model trained on the three testing intersections. At the same time, by applying the agent design discussed in Section Agent Design and Feature Collection, a model with the same structure can suit the intersections with different structures. Therefore, the models trained on a single scenario on the training set can also be compared with ADLight to explore whether the inclusion of diverse intersections in the training set would help model performance.

**Table 5: Result of test intersections**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Method Name</th>
<th>INT4</th>
<th>INT5</th>
<th>INT6</th>
<th>Degradation</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Webster</td>
<td>156.5445</td>
<td>11.045</td>
<td>10.5905</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Models train in the single-env and test in the same environments</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Set Current Phase Duration (single-env)</td>
<td>13.1445</td>
<td>1.8475</td>
<td>3.8045</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Models train in the single-env and test in other environments</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Set Current Phase Duration (INT1-1)</td>
<td>15.475 (↑ 17.73%)</td>
<td>2.881 (↑ 55.94%)</td>
<td>5.68 (↑ 49.297%)</td>
<td>↑ 40.989%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Set Current Phase Duration (INT2-3)</td>
<td>17.858 (↑ 35.855%)</td>
<td>1.846 (↓ 0.108%)</td>
<td>6.285 (↑ 65.199%)</td>
<td>↑ 33.649%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Set Current Phase Duration (INT3-1)</td>
<td>21.514 (↑ 63.673%)</td>
<td>2.034 (↑ 10.095%)</td>
<td>5.364 (↑ 40.991%)</td>
<td>↑ 38.253%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Models train in multi-env</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Set Current Phase Duration (multi-env)</td>
<td>19.3945 (↑ 47.548%)</td>
<td>3.2125 (↑ 73.884%)</td>
<td>6.427 (↑ 68.932%)</td>
<td>↑ 63.455%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ADLight</td>
<td>16.917 (↑ 28.7%)</td>
<td>1.944 (↑ 5.223%)</td>
<td>5.299 (↑ 39.282%)</td>
<td>↑ 24.402%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 5 shows the performance of different models on the test dataset. We also calculate the performance between different methods with respect to the single-env model. The degradation represents the increase in waiting time over the single-environment model. Similar to the results on the training set, the performance of the RL-based algorithms is still far superior to traditional traffic control algorithms. When testing on the unseen environment instances, the model degradation between the multi-env models and the single-env models is 63%. After using movement shuffle, the performance of the proposed method ADLight improves, reducing the waiting time loss to 24% on average.

Next, we analyze whether including more intersections in the training set can help the model improve its performance. As shown in Table 5, simply training in multiple environments incurs performance loss, which can be effectively alleviated by adding data augmentation. At the same time, the models trained in the single environment can also be transferred to new intersections. In particular, the large similarity between the unseen scene and the training scene leads to less performance degradation. For example, the model trained on INT1-1 can perform well in INT4 compared with INT5 and INT6, as both INT1-1 and INT4 are 4-way intersections with the same phase structure. The only difference between INT1-1 and INT4 is the number of lanes. In contrast, changing the number of phases (e.g., from 4 phases in INT1-1 to 2 phases in INT5) or the number of roads (e.g., from the 4-way intersection in INT1-1 to the 3-way intersection in INT6) incurs significant drop in performance.
Results of retraining in test intersections

In practice, there are some important intersections that we need to pay more attention to their performance. For this purpose, we start from the universal model trained by ADLight. Compared to the single-env model, the resulting model can obtain a quite small performance degradation in an unseen environment only after a few training steps.

![Graphs showing performance comparisons](image)

**FIGURE 6**: The environment steps of different models at the three test intersections.

Figure 6 shows the training steps and the corresponding cumulative rewards for different models in the test intersections. The black line demonstrates the result of applying the generalized model directly at the new intersections without retraining. It can be seen that the model already demonstrates good results without any transfer learning. The red dashed line represents the model trained from scratch, while the blue dashed line represents the model trained based on the universal model. At about $6 \times 10^6$ training steps, the single-env model converges while the retrained model only requires around $10^6$ training steps, which amounts to about an 80% saving of the computation time while maintaining comparable performance.

Table 6 shows the detailed model performance after retraining. After $10^6$ training steps, the performance degradation drops from 24% to 5%, while training a model from scratch needs to take about at least $6 \times 10^6$ training steps. This is particularly attractive for real-time applications.
TABLE 6: Results of retraining in test intersections

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Method Name</th>
<th>INT4</th>
<th>INT5</th>
<th>INT6</th>
<th>Degradation</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Set Current Phase Duration (single-env)</td>
<td>13.1445</td>
<td>1.8475</td>
<td>3.8045</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Set Current Phase Duration (multi-env)</td>
<td>19.3945 (↑ 47.548%)</td>
<td>3.2125 (↑ 73.884%)</td>
<td>6.427 (↑ 68.932%)</td>
<td>63.455%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ADLight</td>
<td>16.917 (↑ 28.7%)</td>
<td>1.944 (↑ 5.223%)</td>
<td>5.299 (↑ 39.282%)</td>
<td>24.402%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ADLight + Retrain</td>
<td>13.5725 (↑ 3.256%)</td>
<td>1.939 (↑ 4.953%)</td>
<td>4.1055 (↑ 7.912%)</td>
<td>5.373%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

For example, in a road network of more than 1000 junctions, at least $5 \times 10^9$ interactions with environments can be reduced, which greatly improves the training efficiency.

CONCLUSION

This paper proposes an approach called ADLight that trains a universal model under a comprehensive set of intersections and transfers to unseen intersections. In other words, once the model is trained, it can be used for new intersections and provide reasonable performance. In ADLight, the agent’s state and action are specially designed to ensure that the same model structure can handle different intersections. A new data augmentation method named movement shuffle is designed for the signal light control problem. The experiments show that by using this data augmentation method the performance degradation decreases from 63% to 24% as compared with single-env models in unseen intersections. In addition, the performance degradation can drop from 24% to 5% only after a few steps of retraining on the universal model, this reduces nearly 80% of training time as compared to training from scratch.

This work can be extended in several directions. First, more intersections with different structures can be added to enhance the generality of the model. Second, waiting time per vehicle should not be the only metric to evaluate the performance of different methods. Metrics such as robustness, safety, and comfort should be also taken into consideration. Finally, ADLight can be further extended to control multiple intersections in the same area.
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